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Each week, we would like you to practise the spellings on your list. Work with a grown-up to choose an activity. We would love to see the 

work you have completed at home so don’t forget to bring it back to school the following week. We will be looking at how well you can 

remember the spellings or spelling pattern by checking your work in class. Will you be the next spelling bee champion?  
 

Rainbow Write 
Using coloured pencils in different ways can help 

to make parts of words memorable. You could 

highlight the tricky parts of the word or write the 

tricky part in a different colour. You could also 

write each letter in a different colour, or write the 

word in red, then overlay in orange, yellow and 

so on. 
 

You choose which way you’d 

prefer to use to help you learn 

your target words. 

Pyramid 

Writing 
Write out your target words as below to create a 

pyramid. This method of learning words forces you to 

think of each letter separately. 

 
You can then reverse the process so that you end up 

with a diamond. 

Look, Cover, Write, Check 
Look: first look at the whole word carefully and if 

there is one part of the word that is difficult, look at 

that part in more detail. 

Say: say the word as you look at it, using different 

ways of pronouncing it if that will make it more 

memorable. 
Cover: cover the word. 

Write: write the word from memory, saying the word 

as you do so. 

Check: Have you got it right? If yes, try writing it 

again and again! If not, start again – look, say, 

cover, write, check. 

 
 What’s my vowel? 

Write your target words without the vowels 

sounds. After 10 minutes, return to the words and 

see if you can add in the correct missing vowels. 
 
For example, for the word field: 

f ld 

f ie ld 
What’s my consonant? 
Repeat with consonant letters. 

Word 
Collage 

Cut out and 
collect  letters 
from comics and 

magazines To 
Spell Out your 
Target Words 

Stick them in your book 
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Shape Words 
Draw around the words, making a clear distinction in 

size where there are ascenders and descenders. Look 

carefully at the shape of the word and the letters in 

each box. 

 

Now try to write the word from memory, making sure 

that you get the same shape. 

Draw a word 
Write out your target words in bubble writing 

and illustrate them with pictures to make 

them more memorable. 

 
 

You can’t use this method as your main method of 

learning spellings, but it might work on those that are 

just a little more difficult to remember! 

ABCOrder 
From memory, write out your target words 

in alphabetical order. Check your spelling. 

 

Then, repeat, but this time write the words 

in reverse alphabetical order. 

Syllables and 
sounds sort 

Write your target spellings out by separating 

the words into their syllables: 

 

Repeat by separating words into their sounds: 

b-l-ue y-e-ll-ow p-ur-p-le 

Roll and Spell 
Write down your target words in a list numbered 

1-6. 

e.g. 

1: because 
2: many 

3: worth 

4: because 
5: many 

6: worth 
 

Roll a dice to decide which word you are going 

to practise first. Then, roll again and write out the 

word to match the number you landed on. E.g. If 

you roll a 3, spell out your word 3 times. 
Repeat this 5 times. 

Scrabble 
Use scrabble tiles to spell out your words to 

work out how much each word is worth. 

Record the letters and sum in your homework 
book  e.g. past  3+1+1+1=6 
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